A Self Help
Guide

Self Esteem

What is Self Esteem?
Self-esteem is our ability to value ourselves. It is
slightly different than self-confidence, which refers to
our sense of being able to do something successfully.
Self-esteem is the overall opinion we have about
ourselves. We can have a tendency to trap ourselves in
the way we see and think about ourselves, e.g. the
opinion we have about ourselves can affect what we
are prepared to try and not try. If it is very negative it
can prevent us from reaching our potential and goals.
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Examples of positive and negative opinions you might have about
yourself:
Positive
I am competent
I am satisfied as I am

Negative
I am incompetent
I am not good enough

When our opinion of ourselves is too negative it can have a major impact
on our life. This is because our thoughts and perceptions affect how we
feel and behave.
For the purpose of exploring self-esteem, our focus will be on any
negative statements which you make about yourself.

Understanding my Self Esteem
Low self-esteem can be most easily recognised by the negative
statements you make about or believe about yourself. Pay attention for
beliefs about yourself that you accept without question. These often
begin with “I AM….” Or “I SHOULD….”.
Our experiences often, but not exclusively as children provide the mould
for our esteem and set down the conclusions we make about ourselves.
It is important to be open-minded and begin to view these negative
self-statements as a matter of opinion, and as such, open to question
and debate.
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First Step:
To consider the ‘roots’ of your self esteem and accept the conclusions you
have drawn about yourself as an understandable reaction to your unique
life experience. We know experiences like excessive criticism, neglect,
punishment, being different, being bullied or hardship can contribute to
low self-esteem in some people.
Have a think about memories, specific situations or experiences that
might help you build a better understanding of you. Think about the
‘family sayings’ as you grew up, your school experiences and important
relationships.
The responsibility to change can be yours no matter how difficult your
past has been. The means to begin to change what you want to change
are certainly within your grasp.

Motivation
When you are first considering a change you might feel keen to take
action, but sometimes you merely want to think about it, and at other
times you just want to stay the same. These are normal experiences when
you begin to think about changing.
How important is it for me to change and to develop
a better view of myself?
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Take your time and ask yourself:
• Why is it unimportant to me?
• Why is it important to me?
• What is your low self-esteem affecting and in what way?
• What do you predict will happen if you don’t change?
• What do you predict will happen if you do change?
• Is there anything at risk if you do change?
• Is there anything at risk if you don’t change?

Learn to challenge yourself
We know how we feel is strongly linked with how we think. Streams of
thoughts are running through our minds almost constantly and often we
are completely unaware of them! When the content of these thoughts
leads us to feel badly we call them ‘negative automatic thoughts’, because
they quite simply pop into our heads without any sense of being within
our control. It is the unquestioning acceptance of your thoughts as your
truth that helps your critical self survive and thrive. Learning to ‘tune in’
to your critic and capture your thoughts is the basis for questioning their
validity. This requires practice, but to begin with – simply be aware of a
change in how you feel (e.g. sad, angry, irritable) then ask yourself –
“what was I thinking about just then?”
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e.g.
Situation
Thinking about returning
a faulty toaster to an
electrical shop.

Thought
The shop assistant will think I’ve
broken it. They’ll not exchange it.
I’ll not know what to do.
I’ll stutter and stammer.
Everyone will think I am pathetic.

The next step is questioning your thoughts. This does not mean thinking
positively, it means finding an alternative view based on looking at both
sides of the coin.
Typical mistakes in your thinking might be to:
• Exaggerate the negative (Getting a situation out of perspective)
• Over generalise (Make a mistake, and call yourself a failure)
• Ignore positive information about yourself or a situation
• See everything as black or white (View situations or people as good or
bad. Not recognise the shades of grey.)
• Mind read (Thinking you know what someone thinks without checking
it out by asking!)
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Perhaps you find yourself doing some of the things above. As you have
already found out, self-esteem takes root over time and it is likely to take
you months to begin to shake these roots.
To begin with, remember that these thoughts are your perception.
In order to loosen its grip and improve your emotional well-being, regard
it as an opinion, not a statement of fact.

Dump the critic
Start by thinking of some of your experiences that don’t fit with your
negative view of yourself. Our culture, and the messages we heard as we
were growing up often encouraged modesty. Openly noticing your
qualities and the things you like about yourself might feel like boasting or
bigheadedness, but go on... the challenge is to blow your own trumpet!
Do not discount anything, no matter how small and insignificant it
might seem. Ask yourself –
If my friend, partner or someone I trust knew I thought this
about myself – what would they tell me? Would they see me
differently? In what way?
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This is to introduce you to a way of questioning our self-critical voice by
bringing other information about yourself into your awareness. Think of a
personal quality that would ‘fit’ with your experience. This brings your
unique qualities alive.
e.g.
My friend was worried and called me for advice – I spent
30 minutes listening to her concerns and offering my help.
My qualities – caring, helpful, good listener
Developing a way of checking out the accuracy of our thoughts is a
crucial element of beginning to ‘counter’ your negative view of yourself,
but it is unlikely to be helpful on its own. It requires the additional
ingredient of behaviour change.
This is the challenge that requires commitment and determination to face
a familiar situation differently.
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Changing your behaviour
Imagine you hold the belief: I’m not good enough

e

I’m not good enough

e

THOUGHT

PHYSICAL

e

Anxious
Vunerable
Low

e

Upset or
‘worried tummy’
Lack of energy
Tire easily
Feel on edge or
restless & can’t settle
Tense or aching
muscles
Headaches

FEELING

BEHAVIOUR

You put others before yourself
You don’t express your opinions even though you have them
You tend to keep yourself in the background
You are overly helpful
You never or rarely say no
You try as hard as you can in everything you do

e

To avoid failing or being rejected
Changing what you do will help you check out whether your worst fears
will come true.
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Can you see how this negative belief creates a vicious cycle of
negativity? Look at the direct consequence of this belief on behaviour.
Can you identify how your own belief affects how you behave? Consider
things like your posture – do you avoid looking a people, or do you talk
quiet, mumble, talk too much or say nothing? Do you spend what others
might consider an excessive amount of time on small detail?
Once you have recognised aspects of your behaviour that protect you
from exposing your worst fears, select a small part that you feel able to
change. Making changes requires you to be open to taking risks and
facing some disappointment. Lasting change will take root with the small
steps you take along the way. Learning to move out of your ‘comfort
zone’ (the situations where you feel you belong, based on your view of
yourself) in a deliberate, planned and safe way can open a door to
challenges and adventure. Begin to test out approaching new situations
differently. Consider what might happen, then put it to the test. Check
out how accurate your prediction is. What do you notice and what can
you learn about this situation and others.
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Different areas of life
Sometimes when our self esteem is low it is difficult to see that change is
possible. Being able to look at separate areas of your life can help you get
focussed on which areas you might want to change

Personal

Job/Career
Friends

Family
Leisure time
Financial

Health
Education
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Our self-esteem is not a constant state stuck in concrete. It fluctuates at
different stages in our life, as well as in different situations. An example of
this might be the woman who feels confident as a mother, but feels
clumsy and awkward in social situations. It would be unreasonable to
expect our self-esteem to be high at a time of job loss, relationship
difficulties or prolonged illness – particularly depression. However it would
be reasonable to expect to recover from this temporary dent. Being able
to reflect back to a stage in your life when you felt better about yourself
could be a rich source of ideas for improving your situation now.
Think back to a time when you felt your self-esteem was better
Where were you?
What were you doing?
In what way did you behave differently?
In what way did you think differently?
Compare this with what your situation is now
Where are you?
What are you doing?
How are you behaving?
Are there any particular patterns or themes to your thinking?
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Are there any obvious solutions that might improve your situation now –
even if it would only improve it marginally?
A great deal of research has shown that physical exercise like
walking, swimming, dancing, team games – whatever takes your
fancy – will have a very positive effect on your psychological
well-being.

Health Warning
Learning to develop tolerance and compassion for yourself is a vital skill
for your general emotional well-being. People with low self-esteem are
often harshly critical of themselves, placing expectations on themselves
that do not match their expectations of others. Does this double standard
sound familiar to you? Does it seem reasonable? Can you find a way of
talking to yourself in a more compassionate, gentle and encouraging way?
If you can think of someone in your life, past or present who has given
you positive encouragement – consider using his or her words and
phrases to ‘bat off’ your critical self. Many people’s lives are busy with
obligations to others – children, employers, partner and parents.
Ignoring your obligation to take care of yourself carries a health warning.
The continual pattern of attending to others and ignoring yourself is likely
to keep low self-esteem going, create stress, frustration, martyrdom and
low mood.
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Remember your self-esteem didn’t develop overnight and neither will it
improve overnight. There is no such miracle treatment. Identify your
dream, visualise it, bring it alive in your mind’s eye (as if you’d achieved it)
and begin working towards it. Remember only you have the control to be
the person you are capable of being. Learn to accept yourself with no
strings attached.

Further Help
Books
Some useful books you may like to buy ot borrow from the library. In
some areas your GP can prescribe one or more of these books for you to
get from your local library.
Fennel, M. (1999). Overcoming Low Self-esteem. Robinson
ISBN: 10 1854575957
ISBN: 13 978-0863773228.
Dryden, W (1994). Ten Steps to Positive Living. Sheldon Press
ISBN: 0859696952.
Burns, D (1999). ‘Feeling Good’ the New Mood Therapy. Avon Books,
New York. ISBN: 0380810336.
Butler, G and Hope, T. (2002). Manage your Mind. Oxford University
Press 2nd Edition
ISBN: 9780198526625.
Burns, D (2000). 10 days to Great Self-esteem. Vermilion.
ISBN: 0091825628.
Butler, G (1999). Overcoming Social Anxiety and Shyness.
Robinson Publishing
ISBN: 1854877038.
Young, J. (1998). Reinventing Your Life. Penguin Putnam Inc USA
ISBN: 0452272041.
Greenberger, D and Padesky, C. (1995). Mind Over Mood. Change How
you Feel by Changing the Way You Think. Guilford Publications
ISBN: 0898621283.
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Websites
www.glasgowsteps.com
(For further useful self help).
www.ccihealth.wa.gov.au/about/index.cfm
(For free workbooks and resources for varied mental health issues).
www.edspace.org.uk
(Provides useful information about resources in Edinburgh).
www.eastlothian.gov.uk/documents/contentmanage/directory
(A very useful directory of national and local East Lothian services).

Help lines and other services
Breathing Space – A mental health helpline (daily 6pm – 2am)
Tel: 0800 83 85 87.
NHS 24 – Tel: 08454 24 24 24
– Advice and information about how to look after yourself and treat
common health problems (24 hours).
Midlothian: Orchard Centre Services – Health in Mind.
– Tel: 0131 663 1616 (Mon – Fri 9.30am–5pm, except Tues 12.30pm
–5pm). Offers a wide range of information, support and activities for
people with mental health problems.
East Lothian: CHANGES Community Health Project
– Promotes positive wellbeing, providing a resource base and information
about support for peoples experiencing stress, depression, panic attacks,
phobias and anxiety. Different types of service available, e.g. various free
short courses such as ‘understanding anger’ and self help groups.
Tel: 0131 653 3977 or 3813
Web: www.changeschp.org.uk
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